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Abstract—We introduce Ordered Distance Vector Routing
(ODVR), which is the first approach that enables on-demand
and proactive loop-free routing on a per-destination basis. ODVR
establishes a strict total ordering of nodes with respect to any
given destination using the distances to that destination and
reference distances that nodes responding to route requests must
have in order to be allowed to send responses. Destinations send
gratuitous route replies to enact proactive routing. In contrast
to all prior routing protocols, ODVR does not require source or
destination sequence numbers, sequence numbers for messages,
path information, source routing, or requiring a router to wait for
replies from all its neighbors before making changes to its routing
table. It is shown that loop-free on-demand routing cannot be
attained simply by using destination sequence numbers and the
type of signaling used in AODV (Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector) if messages can be lost and nodes may lose routing state
for any reason. It is also shown that ODVR provides loop-free
routes at every instant. Simulation experiments using ns3 show
that ODVR is more efficient than AODV and OLSR.

I. INTRODUCTION

Starting with the routing protocol of the DARPA packet-

radio network [14], [15], many routing protocols have been

proposed for ad-hoc networks over the years [1], [4]. One

important aspect of the way in which such protocols operate

is whether they are proactive or reactive, also called on-

demand. A proactive routing protocol maintains routing state

for destinations independently of whether there is data traffic

intended for the destinations, and a reactive routing protocol

establishes routing state on demand.

The fundamental tradeoff between the two approaches is

well known. Proactive routing protocols result in shorter delays

finding viable routes to destinations but incur signaling over-

head for all destinations and hence scale poorly with increasing

numbers of participating nodes. In contrast, on-demand routing

protocols incur signaling overhead only for destinations for

which there is traffic but suffer from increased latencies in

finding viable routes through route discovery procedures that

also scale poorly with increasing numbers of link failures

resulting from node mobility or other causes.

As Section II describes, the routing protocols defined for

ad-hoc networks to date work either proactively or on-demand

for all network destinations, or consist of hybrid schemes that

incorporate proactive and on-demand routing and attempt to

reduce signaling overhead. Not all destinations are equally

popular in a network and only a few destinations (e.g., a node

with a server attached that supports a popular service) need to

communicate with many other network nodes. Furthermore,

the characteristics of an ad-hoc network vary dynamically and

a signaling modality that appears to be efficient for some con-

ditions may behave inefficiently as the network characteristics

and application behavior change. Hence, no routing modality

is inherently better than the other, even for a given network.

The main contribution of this paper is introducing a unifying

approach to on-demand and proactive loop-free routing that

enables the dynamic choice of routing modality on a per-

destination basis using the same signaling.

It could be argued that developing an integrated approach to

on-demand and proactive loop-free routing could be attained

by modifying the basic destination-based sequence number-

ing approach used in AODV (Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance

Vector) [23] and DSDV [22]. However, as Section III proves,

routing-table loops can occur in AODV. More importantly, it is

shown that loop-free routing cannot be attained based on the

signaling and destination sequence numbering used in AODV

in a network in which relay nodes send back replies, messages

can be lost, and nodes may lose routing state.

On the other hand, all other prior loop-free routing ap-

proaches incur much more communication overhead than

simply communicating distances on a best-effort basis. The

known schemes are: using source routes in routing updates

and data packets [13], including path information or topology

information in routing updates [5], [20], and requiring a router

that sends a route request to wait for replies from all its

neighbors before making changes to its routing table [24].

Accordingly, a new approach is needed for loop-free multi-

path routing.

Section IV introduces Ordered Distance Vector Routing

(ODVR) to provide multiple loop-free routes at every instant

based on distances to destinations maintained on-demand or

proactively in an ad-hoc network. Routing state is maintained

on demand or proactively for a given destination using route

requests and route replies. The need for destination sequence

numbers is eliminated by means of reference distances in-

cluded in route requests and route replies. A reference distance

states the maximum distance to a destination that a node

responding to a route request is allowed to have, and is set

equal to 0 when the destination must answer. As needed,

a destination can set the routing modality for itself to be

proactive by issuing gratuitous route replies for itself stating a

0 reference distance. The use of sequence numbers to identify



route requests is eliminated by having each route request state

the prior node that handled the request and by having each

node use a pending-request table to store a record of the route

requests it has forwarded.

Section V proves that the use of reference distances intro-

duced in ODVR for proactive and on-demand routing results

in loop-free multi-path routing at every instant independently

of the state of the topology, the amount of time a node stores

routing state, or the reliability or timing with which signaling

messages are exchanged among nodes. The use of reference

distances to enable multi-path loop-free routing is important

because of its remarkable simplicity, and because ODVR is

provably loop-free, which is not the case of routing protocols

based destination-based sequence numbers.

Section VI compares the performance of ODVR with the

performance of AODV and OLSR (Optimized Link State

Routing) [5], which are well-known examples of proactive

routing and on-demand routing for MANET’s. The simulation

experiments use scenarios aimed at considering the impact of

node speed, pause times, number of sources, and network size

on the packet-delivery ratio, average end-to-end delays, and

signaling overhead. The performance comparison is intended

only to illustrate the efficiency of ODVR using scenarios in

which no routing-table loops occur in AODV and where OLSR

sequence numbering does not induce additional signaling due

to node failures. The results of the simulations indicate that

ODVR is a more efficient approach for on-demand routing

and proactive routing in ad-hoc networks. Furthermore, it can

be used in combination with such techniques as hierarchical

routing and location-based routing to support routing in large-

scale networks. Section VII presents our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Many MANET routing protocols have been proposed since

the introduction of the routing protocol for the DARPA packet-

radio network [14], [15] and many surveys and comparative

studies exist (e.g., [1], [4], [29]). These protocols can be

categorized as proactive or reactive, with hybrid approaches

using proactive and on-demand mechanisms. Proactive routing

protocols maintain routing state for all destinations, regardless

of whether traffic exists for them. By contrast, on-demand or

reactive routing protocols maintain routing state for only those

destinations for which data traffic exists and rely on flood

search mechanisms to establish routes to destinations.

A number of proactive and on-demand routing protocols

use partial or complete link-state information or second-to-

last hop information to establish routing state for destinations.

Examples of this approach are OLSR [5], STAR [9], OLIVE

[10], and WRP [20]. Other routing protocols such as DSR

[13] go even further and obtain source routes to destinations

and use them in packet forwarding. A few routing protocols

like ROAM [24] rely on synchronizing routing-table updates

among nodes so that no node changes its next hop to a

destination before receiving feedback from all its neighbors

about its current distance.

Corson and Ephremides [6] introduced one of the first

proposals for on-demand routing. Their specific approach

incurs excessive signaling overhead because replies to route

requests are flooded. However, their use of sequenced route

requests has been adopted in many subsequent on-demand

routing protocols based on distances.

There are several routing protocols today that use sequence

numbering of distances to address loop freedom, and DSDV

[22] was arguably the first to use of destination sequence

numbers. A node accepts a next hop to a destination only if the

destination sequence number stated by that neighbor is smaller

than the number held by the node or the destination sequence

number is the same but the distance offered by the neighbor

is smaller than the current node distance to the destination.

AODV [23] adapts the approach in DSDV to on-demand

routing. To find a route to an intended destination, a source

broadcasts a route request stating the source and destination

nodes, the most recent sequence number known for each, a

broadcast identifier and a hop count to the source. Nodes main-

tain state for the requests they originate or forward, and discard

subsequent copies of requests that they have forwarded. The

destinations or nodes with valid routes to destinations reply

to route requests following the paths traversed by the requests

in reverse. A reply states the destination and source of the

request, the destination sequence number, and the hop count

to the destination. A node receiving a reply establishes a route

to the destination stating the destination sequence number,

the next hop, and the neighbors using the route (precursors).

Nodes forward only the first copies of replies based on the

destination sequence numbers.

Several hybrid routing protocols have been proposed over

the years that use both on-demand and proactive routing

modalities and in general use proactive routing within regions

of the network and on-demand routing to find routes to

destinations outside the regions to which sources belong [1].

The main motivation for these protocols has been attempting

to reduce the signaling overhead incurred for routing, and

some approaches use backbones or virtual backbones to further

reduce overhead. Hybrid routing schemes have been proposed

based on distance information and link-state information, and

the many examples include advertising gateways [18], ZRP

[11], ZHLS [12], VBR [19], HARP [21], SHARP [25], and

NEST [26].

A common characteristic of all prior hybrid routing ap-

proaches is that they combine two types of signaling, with

some using existing on-demand or proactive routing protocols

as part of the solution. To date, no routing protocol has been

proposed that: (a) uses the same signaling to provide efficient

routing using either proactive or on-demand modalities on a

per-destination basis, and (b) allows the routing modality used

for a given destination to change dynamically.

Clearly, an on-demand, proactive, or hybrid routing ap-

proach can take advantage of a number of mechanisms re-

ported over the years to reduce signaling overhead. These

mechanisms include using geographical or virtual coordinates

(e.g., LAR [16]), establishing connected dominating sets [28],



exploiting address aggregation, maintaining backbones con-

necting network regions and establishing hierarchical cluster-

ing [1], [3], [4]. The same can be said for ODVR, which we

present in the next section, especially given that its routing

modalities are dynamic and operate on a per-destination basis.

Accordingly, the rest of this paper focuses on routing in

networks small networks, and compares the new approach

against two basic on-demand and proactive routing schemes.

III. DESTINATION SEQUENCE NUMBERS AND

ROUTING-TABLE LOOPS

A number of looping problems in the original AODV

proposal in [23] and subsequent versions of AODV [2], [8],

[27] have been identified over the years. Various approaches

have been proposed to make destination sequence numbering

more resilient [8] than in the original AODV version [23], and

proposals have also been made to provide multiple paths per

destination [17]. However, AODV and subsequent proposals

based on destination sequence numbers do not address why the

protocols should work correctly even when nodes experience

the loss of routing state and signaling messages are lost.

The proof of loop freedom provided by Perkins and Royer

[23], which is similar to the proof in [17], attempts to

establish a contradiction on the existence of a routing-table

loop L involving n > 0 nodes. The proof first states that

sn1
d ≤ sn2

d ≤ ... ≤ snn
d ≤ sn1

d and hence every node

i ∈ L must hold the same sequence-number value. Given that

proposition, the proof states that node i makes node i + 1
its next hop only if Di

d = Di+1
d + 1. Based on the two

propositions, the conclusion is reached that D1
d = Dn

d+(n−1),
which together with the fact that Dn

d = D1
d + 1 leads to the

contradiction that n = 0.

The fallacy in the previous argument, as well as in the proof

in [17], is that it assumes that the protocol signaling must

enforce the condition that sn1
d ≤ sn2

d ≤ ... ≤ snn
d ≤ sn1

d if

loop L is created. However, this assumption is not true if at

least one node i that helps create L has erased its routing state

for d for any reason just before it helps create L by choosing

a new next hop. According to the operation of AODV in [23]

and subsequent versions of AODV, sni
d = 0 if node i has

no routing state for d. This state allows node i to accept a

response from node i + 1 if sni+1
d > 0 independently of the

value of Di+1
d . As a consequence, as prior work discusses [2],

[8], [27], a node can select a neighbor with Di
d 6= Di+1

d + 1
when a node deletes routing state due to failures or timeouts,

which can lead to routing-table loops.

Bhargavan et al. [2] showed that the looping problems they

identified in AODV can be eliminated, provided that nodes

never delete routing-table entries and immediately detect when

a neighbor node restarts its routing process. While their proof

is valid, the conditions needed to guarantee loop freedom

cannot be implemented in practice.

Zhou et al. [30] provided the sketch of a proof showing that

AODV signaling cannot create routing-table loops, provided

that the destinations are the only nodes that answer route

requests. This restriction does render failsafe behavior; how-

ever, it makes the signaling overhead of on-demand routing

far more onerous than the overhead incurred if relays are

allowed to send replies. More importantly, forcing destinations

to answer all route requests negates the need to use destination

sequence numbers in the first place! This becomes apparent

by observing that each node identifies the route requests it

originates with source sequence numbers to avoid duplicate

forwarding; therefore, destinations can simply use the source

sequence numbers carried in the requests to send replies only

to the new requests they receive, and relays can use the same

source sequence numbers to forward the replies.

Given the prior work showing the possibility of loops in

AODV, it may be surprising that no valid proof exists showing

that AODV avoids routing-table loops in any possible ad-

hoc networking scenario. However, the following theorems

show that on-demand loop-free routing cannot be attained

using destination sequence numbers and the type of signaling

assumed in AODV if relay nodes can answer route requests,

and signaling messages and routing state may be lost.

A distributed routing algorithm (DRA) is said to be loop-

free if it is able to maintain loop-free routes at every instant

while the network is subject to any sequence of link or node

failures and recoveries, message losses, and loss of routing

state at any node. For a DRA to obtain shortest paths and

be loop-free, it must establish a strict total ordering of the

nodes with respect to any given destination d based on a strict

ordering constraint that establishes an asymmetric relation

between each node k and any neighbor that it chooses as a

next hop to d, which we denote by skd .

We denote by mk
d the value of the metric at node k for

destination d used to define a strict ordering constraint as

follows:

C : mk
d ≻ m

sk
d

d (1)

Theorem 1: A DRA is loop-free if and only if the strict

ordering constraint C is satisfied by every node k at every

instant.

Proof: Assume first that C is always satisfied by every

node. For the sake of contradiction assume that a set of nodes

{v1, v2, ..., vh, v1} different than destination d create a routing-

table loop L of h hops by setting svid = vi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ h−1
and svhd = v1. This means that mvi

d ≻ m
vi+1

d for 1 ≤ i ≤ h−1
and mvh

d ≻ mv1
d . However, this is a contradiction, because it

implies that mvi
d ≻ mvi

d for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1 and m
vh
d ≻ m

vh
d .

Next assume that a DRA is loop free and for the sake of

contradiction assume that C is not satisfied by at least one

node k with respect to a neighbor j at some point. This is a

contradiction, because then k can use node j as a successor

and node j can use node k as a successor, which is a loop.

Therefore, the theorem is true.

We define a distributed on-demand routing algorithm

(DORA) to be any DRA in which route requests can be

answered by nodes other than the destinations of the requested

routes. We denote by snk
d the destination sequence number

currently adopted by node k for destination d and by snk
s(k)d



the destination sequence number reported by neighbor skd to

node k. In a DORA in which destination sequence numbers

are used, a node k assumes the sequence number reported by

its successor. Therefore, snk
d = snk

s(k)d and it follows from

Theorem 1 that no loop-free DORA can be designed that uses

only destination sequence numbers as the ordering constraint.

It is clear from the above that a strict ordering constraint that

uses destination sequence numbers must include an additional

metric to enforce a strict ordering of nodes for a destination d.

Based on this, we consider the ordering constraint introduced

in DSDV and AODV assuming a second metric rkd , which can

be stated as follows:

T : mk
d ≻ m

sk
d

d ≡ [snk
d < sn

sk
d

d ]∨[(snk
d = sn

sk
d

d )∧(rkd ≻ r
sk
d

d )]
(2)

The intent of T is to attain loop-free routing on demand by

forcing nodes to trust only the most recent sequence numbers

and use a routing metric (the distance to a destination for

the case of AODV or DSDV) to establish the strict ordering

needed for loop freedom. To ensure that every network node

k can obtain shortest paths to a given destination d in this

context, if node k does not have any information about

destination d, it must assume the largest possible value for

mk
d , so that it can accept any non-zero sequence number value

associated with some finite value of the secondary metric used.

Therefore, we must have

snu
d = 0 ∧ rud = ∞ after reset or routing-state initialization

(3)

The following theorem assumes a DORA that operates using

the same signaling used in AODV and such that a node without

routing information for destination d that satisfies Eq. (3) and

sends a route request accepts any reply that satisfies Eq. (2).

Theorem 2: Loop-free routing cannot be attained if routing

state and signaling messages may be lost using a DORA in

which nodes without routing state for a destination d satisfy

Eq. (3) and use T to avoid routing-table loops.

Proof: Assume for the sake of contradiction that DORA

is loop-free even when routing state and signaling messages

are lost, i.e., that it enforces strict total ordering based on T .

Consider a sub-path of path P k
d that exists at time t0

consisting of n nodes denoted by the hop count they have

along P k
d from k, i.e., {k → k + 1 → ... → k + n}, where

n < |P k
d |.

Because signaling messages may be lost, it is possible for

node k + n to delete its routing state at some time t1 > t0
without changing the routing state of nodes k or k + n − 1.

In this case we have that snk+n
d = 0 and rk+n

d = ∞, while

snk+i
d > 0 and rk+i

d < ∞ with k ≤ i ≤ k + n− 1.

Assume that node k+n sends a route request at time t2 > t1
to obtain a route to d. It is possible for the request to not be

received by node k+n−1 and be received by some of the other

nodes in the subpath {k → k+1 → ... → k+n−2}. Therefore,

it is possible for node k+n to select as its next hop some node

j from which node k + n receives a response at time t3 > t2
and such that j is in the same subpath, because snk+n

d < sn
j
d

and r
j
d < ∞ satisfies Eq. (2), where k ≤ j ≤ k + n − 2.

However, this is a contradiction to the assumption that DORA

is loop-free, because rk+n−1
d 6≻ rk+n

d after time t3.

Theorem 2 does not mean that an on-demand routing pro-

tocol based on destination sequence numbers cannot operate

without creating routing-table loops most of the time by means

of additional mechanisms addressing the loss of routing state.

This is similar to the case of the distributed Bellman-Ford

algorithm (DBF), which incurs routing-table loops and yet

routing protocols based on DBF can use hold-down timers

to reduce the possibility of routing-table loops or counting-to-

infinity from occurring.

A clear implication of Theorem 2 is that the designers of

any on-demand routing protocol based on destination sequence

numbers are left with the necessary task of adding mechanisms

to cope with the inherent inability of destination sequence

numbering to prevent routing-table loops in certain cases. The-

orem 1 indicates that, at least in theory, loop-free on demand

routing could be attained with some approach that modifies

Eq. (2). The question is whether this effort is worthwhile.

The previous result demonstrates that destination sequence

numbers are not sufficient to provide loop-free routing. On

the other hand, the existence of loop-free on-demand routing

protocols that do not use destination sequence numbers (e.g.,

[24]) demonstrates that destination sequence numbers are

not necessary to provide loop-free routing based on distance

information.

IV. ODVR

A. ODVR Overview

The design of ODVR is motivated by three facts: (a) Desti-

nation sequence numbers are neither necessary nor sufficient to

attain on-demand or proactive loop-free routing; (b) no prior

loop-free routing protocol exists that uses only distances to

destinations and does not require synchronizing routing-table

updates; and (c) no routing modality is inherently better than

the other.

The operation of ODVR has three novel components: (a)

Distance-based multi-path loop-free routing without destina-

tion sequence numbering; (b) route-request forwarding without

sequence numbering of requests; and (c) dynamic choice of

routing modality on a per destination basis.

Reference Distances for Loop-Free Routing: ODVR

operates by establishing a strict total ordering of nodes with

respect to individual destinations using only distance values.

This strict total ordering is enforced by having each route

request and reply state a reference distance to the intended

destination. A node must forward a route request stating a

smaller reference distance than its current distance or reference

distance, and adopts the smaller reference distance stated in

the forwarded request as its new reference distance. A node

trusts only replies stating a reference distance smaller than or

equal to the reference distance it requires. A node that sends

a route request regarding a destination for which it has no

routing state must use a reference distance of 0 to force the

destination to answer the request. This allows nodes to lose

routing state without causing routing-table loops when they



recover. To save bandwidth, a relay node with a valid routing-

table entry for a destination that receives a route request with

a reference distance of 0 forwards the request only to its

best next hop. This is done by indicating in a route request

either the specific neighbor that should process the request or

a broadcast address.

Pending Request Tables (PRT): Using PRT’s eliminates

the need for sequence numbers to identify route requests. Each

route request states the previous hop traversed by the request,

and PRT’s are used by nodes to process route requests and

to add or update routing-table entries. A node adds a routing-

table entry for a destination only when the node answers a

route request or receives a reply to a pending route request.

A node can update an existing routing-table entry when it

receives a reply regarding that entry. A node forwards a reply

only if it is a proactive reply or the node has neighbors

that forwarded requests stating prior hops for their requests

that are different than the node itself. To avoid deadlocks

when requests are lost, a node forwards all retransmissions of

requests received from its neighbors, provided that they state

previous hops traversed by the requests other than the node

itself. It is up to the origins of requests to moderate the rate

at which they retransmit their requests.

Dynamic Per-Destination Routing Modality: By default,

routes to destinations are maintained on demand through route

requests and replies. A destination can change to proactive

mode by issuing proactive route replies for itself periodically,

with each reply stating a 0 reference distance. The destination

returns to the on-demand routing modality simply by not origi-

nating more proactive route replies for itself. A router forwards

a proactive reply for a destination received from a neighbor

k if k is closer to the destination and provides the shortest

distance to it. The rest of the signaling and mechanisms are

the same for on-demand and proactive routing.

B. Information Exchanged

Signaling messages are transmitted in broadcast mode

among neighboring nodes. A signaling message sent by node

i at time t is denoted by SM i(t) and contains the identifier

of the node (i) and one or multiple update entries, each of

which can be either a request for a route (REQ) or a reply to

a request (REP).

REQi
d[Q, d, o, RDi

d, D
i
o, p

i
d, f

i
d] denotes a route request

sent by node i for destination d originated by node o. In this

tuple, Q states that the entry is a request, d is the destination

identifier, o is the identifier of the origin of the request, RDi
d

is a reference distance to d used to prevent routing loops,

Di
o is the distance attained by node i to the origin of the

request, pid denotes the request predecessor (i.e., the neighbor

from which node i received the request before forwarding it),

and f i
d states the neighbor(s) of node i that must process the

request. If f i
d = 0, the request should be processed by every

node that receives the request.

REP i
d[R, d, o, RDi

d, Di
d, Di

o] denotes a reply sent by

node i for destination d. The value R states that the entry

is a reply, d is the destination identifier, o is the origin of

the request, RDi
d is the reference distance of the node that

originated the reply, Di
d is the distance attained by node i to

destination d, and Di
o is the distance attained by node i to the

origin of the request o.

When node i receives a signaling message from neighbor k,

it processes each query and reply in the message independently

of the others. We describe the operation of ODVR by focusing

on a particular destination d.

C. Information Stored

Node i maintains four tables to operate, and a maximum

lifetime (LT ) is allowed for any table entry other than self

entries, with the lifetime of each entry decremented from the

moment it is created or updated. The set of neighbors of node

i is denoted by N i.

Link-Cost Table (LCT i): The table states the cost of each

link from node i to each known neighbor. The cost of link

(i, k) is denoted by lik. By definition, (i, k) > 0 for i 6= k.

Distance Table (DT i): The entry for destination d of DT i

is denoted by DT i(d) and specifies: the identifier of destina-

tion d and the distance to d reported by each known neighbor.

The distance reported by node k ∈ N i for destination d

maintained by node i is denoted by Di
kd. If a known neighbor

q has not reported a distance for d, then it is assumed that

Di
qd = ∞. The vector of distances reported by neighbor k

and stored by node i is denoted by DT i
k.

Routing Table (RT i): The entry for destination d of RT i

is denoted by RT i(d) and specifies: the identifier of d, the

shortest distance to d (Di
n), the set of valid successors (Si

d),

a proactive update timeout (PUT i
d), and a lifetime for the

routing-table entry (LRi
d).

The valid successor set Si
d is defined as follows:

Si
d = { k ∈ N i | (Di

dk < Di
d) ∧ ( Di

dk + lik = Di
min(d) ) }

where Di
min(d) = Min{Di

dn + lin | n ∈ N i} (4)

The node with the smallest identifier in set Si
d is denoted by

sid. By definition, Dd
d = 0, Sd

d = {d}, rdd = 0, and LRd
d = ∞.

The proactive update timeout PUT i
d is needed because

routing state for a proactive destination d must be refreshed

with enough frequency so that its state is not erased after a

maximum lifetime LT . Hence, PUT i
d < LRi

d for all i 6= d.

LRi
d in an existing routing-table entry for d is assumed to be

reset to its maximum value of LT every time node i receives

a data packet for or from destination d.

Pending-Request Table (PRT i): This table keeps track of

the route requests waiting for replies. The entry for destination

d is denoted by PRT i(d) and states: the identifier of node d,

the smallest reference distance received in a pending request

from a neighbor (RDi
d), a request list RLi

d, and a lifetime

for the entry (LP i
d). The list RLi

d contains of one or more

tuples, with each tuple consisting of the identifier of the origin

of a route request and a list of identifier-distance pairs for all

neighbors from which the request was received, which we call

pending-request neighbors. The tuple in RLi
d corresponding to

origin o is denoted by RLi
d(o) and its content is [o, PRN i

d(o)].



The pair in PRN i
d(o) corresponding to neighbor k is denoted

by PRN i
dk(o) and equals the pair [k, PDi

ok], where PDi
ok

denotes the distance to origin o reported by k in its route

request regarding destination d.

Modality Flag: The routing modality adopted by a destina-

tion is stated by the value of its modality flag, which is denoted

by modd, with modd = 0 denoting on-demand routing and

modd = 1 denoting proactive routing. The actual setting of

the modality flag of a destination is carried out outside of the

operation of ODVR. Possible mechanisms that would update

the value of modd include a system administrator setting the

value or a daemon monitoring data traffic to the destination

and determining that the popularity of the node, the type of

traffic to the node, or the applications running at the node

merit proactive routing.

D. Maintaining Routing State

Maintaining routing state for a destination d involves creat-

ing and processing route requests and replies.

Originating Requests: A node that has data for a desti-

nation d or has an empty valid successor set after processing

a proactive route reply originates a request REQi
d[Q, d, o =

i, RDi
d, Di

o = 0, pid = i, f i
d = 0] when the following con-

dition is satisfied. Given that there is no request predecessor

for the route request, pid = i , and the value f i
d = 0 requests

all the neighbors of node i to process the request.

ORC (Originating Request Condition): Node creates the
request REQi

d if

( 6 ∃ PRT
i(d) )∧( [ 6 ∃ RT

i(d) ] ∨ [ (∃ RT
i(d))∧( Si

d = ∅ ) ] ). �

ORC states that a node originates a route request if it is not

already waiting for a reply regarding destination d and either

it has no routing state for d or has routing state but has no

valid successor for destination d.

Node i creates PRT i(d) with the identifier of node d, a

value for RDi
d that depends on the routing state for d, a

lifetime LP i
d = LT , and RLi

d(i) = [i, PRN i
d(i)].

The list PRN i
d(i) consists of the tuple [i, PDi

ii = 0].
Node sets RDi

d = 0 if there is no entry RT i(d) to force

destination d to respond to its request. On the other hand,

if RT i(d) exists but Si
d = ∅ then node i sets RDi

d = Di
d

to allow a node with a distance smaller than Di
d to respond.

Node i adds the request REQi
d to its signaling message after

updating PRT i
d.

Processing Route Requests: If node i receives a sig-

naling message from neighbor k containing REQk
d =

[Q, d, o, RDk
d , D

k
o , p

k
d, f

k
d ], it updates DT i with Di

ok = Dk
o

to remember the distance to the origin of the request reported

by k, and determines whether to forward, answer, ignore, or

remember the request using one of the following sufficient

conditions that prevent routing-table loops by ordering nodes

based on their distances to destination d.

FRC (Forwarding Request Condition): Node i forwards
request REQi

d to all its neighbors if

[ (∃ PRT
i(d) )∧

( [0 < RD
k

d < RD
i

d] ∨ [∃ PRN
i

dk(o)] ∨ [6 ∃ PRN
i

d(o)] ) ] ∨

[ ( 6 ∃ PRT
i(d) ) ∧ ([Si

d − {k} = ∅] ∨ [0 < RD
k

d < D
i

d]) ] �

FRC states that node i should forward a route request

received from a neighbor in two cases. If node i is expecting

a reply to a prior request for the same destination d, then

node i forwards the request if the request states a shorter

reference distance than the one currently assumed, or the

request is a retransmission of a prior request from the same

origin, or the request was originated from an origin from which

requests have not been received. A request retransmission is

recognized because k is listed as having sent a request for

d from origin o. Alternatively, if node i does not expect a

reply to a prior request for the same destination d, then node

i forwards the request if either node i has no valid successor

for the destination excluding neighbor k or the request states a

non-zero reference distance smaller than the current distance

from node i to d.

We observe that FRC cannot be satisfied when pkd = i

because RDk
d ≥ RDi

d in that case. Hence, node i can

only forward requests that are not the result of a prior

request from i itself. If FRC is satisfied, node i must cre-

ate or update PRT i(d). Accordingly, node i sets RDi
d =

Min{RDi
d, RDk

d}, sets LP i
d = LT , and updates RLi

d(o) by

adding k to the list of neighbors requiring a reply, which means

that PRN i
dk(o) = PRN i

dk(o) ∪ {[k, PDi
ok = Dk

o ]}.

Once PRT i is updated, node i computes Di
o = Dk

o+lik and

adds the request REQi
d [Q, d, o, RDi

d, D
i
o, pid = k, f i

d = 0]
to its signaling message.

RFC (Reset Forwarding Condition): Node i forwards
REQi

d only to sid ∈ Si
d − {k} if

( 6 ∃ PRT
i(d) ) ∧ (RD

k

d = 0) ∧ (Si

d − {k} 6= ∅). �

RFC states that a node with a valid routing-table entry for

destination d that receives a “reset request” ( a request with

a zero reference distance) forwards the request directly to the

neighbor other than k that has the smallest identifier among

the nodes in its valid successor set.

If RFC is satisfied, node i eliminates k as a next hop

to d by updating RT i(d) with Si
d = Si

d − {k}. Node i

then creates PRT i(d) with the identifier of node d, RDi
d =

RDk
d = 0, LP i

d = LT , and RLi
d consisting of the tuple

RLi
d(o) = [o, PRN i

d(o)] with PRN i
d(o) = {[k, PDi

ok =
Dk

o ]}. Node i computes Di
o = Dk

o + lik and adds the request

REQi
d[Q, d, o, RDi

d = 0, Di
o, pid = k, f i

d = sid] to its

signaling message.

IRC (Ignore Request Condition): Node i ignores REQk
d if

[ (fk
d 6= 0) ∧ (fk

d 6= i) ] ∨ [(fk
d = 0) ∧ (pkd = i) ]. �

IRC states that node i ignores a route request explicitly

intended for a different node or a request forwarded by a

neighbor as a result of processing a request from node i itself.

SRC (Store Request Condition): Node i stores information

from REQk
d with no other action if

( fk
d = 0) ∧ (pkd 6= i) ∧ (RDk

d ≥ RDi
d)∧



(∃ PRN i
d(o) ) ∧ (6 ∃ PRN i

dk(o) ). �

SRC states that node i can simply add neighbor k as a

node that needs a route for destination d if node i has already

forwarded a route request for destination d from the same

origin stated by k and k is not already listed as a neighbor

from which a request from origin o and with a previous hop

other than i has been received.

If SRC is satisfied node i updates PRT i
d. It sets LP i

d =
LT and updates RLi

d(o) with PRN i
d(o) = PRN i

d(o) ∪
{[k, PDi

ok = Dk
o ]}.

RRC (Reply Request Condition): Node i sends a reply to

request REQk
d if

[ d = i ] ∨ [ ( RDk
d > Di

d ) ∧ ( 6 ∃ PRT i(d) ) ] ∨

[ (fk
d = i) ∧ (Si

n = ∅) ]. �

According to RRC node i can answer a request in three

cases. Node i can reply independently of the reference distance

stated in the request if it is the intended destination. Node i can

also reply if it is not waiting for a reply for a route to d and it

is closer to d than the reference distance stated in the request.

Node i also replies if the request is explicitly directed to itself

(i.e., fk
d = i) and node i does not have a valid successor to

destination d (i.e., Si
d = ∅), in which case node i informs k

that Di
d = ∞.

If RRC is satisfied node i can update its routing table

regarding origin o. To do so node i uses Eq. (4) to compute

Di
min(o) and Si

o and updates Di
o = Di

min(o). Node i then

includes the reply REP i
d [R, d, o, RDi

d = Di
d, D

i
d, D

i
o] in its

signaling message.

Originating Proactive Replies: Any destination can be-

come a proactive destination simply by transmitting proactive

replies for itself periodically, and can become an on-demand

destination again simply by stopping its transmission of such

replies. The following conditions define the transmission of

proactive replies by nodes.

PRC (Proactive Reply Condition): Destination d originates

the proactive reply REP d
d [R, d, o = d, RDd

d = 0, Dd
d = 0,

Di
o = 0] if (modd = 1) ∧ (PUT d

d = 0). �
PRC simply states that a proactive destination issues a

proactive reply for itself periodically every RT d
d seconds.

Node d sets PUT d
d = 0 the first time that node d sets

modd = 1, so that PRC is satisfied. Node d resets the value

of PUT d
d to the maximum value after it sends its proactive

reply, so that periodic reply transmissions take place.

Processing Replies: Nodes process replies opportunisti-

cally, given that all signaling messages are sent in broadcast

mode. Nodes are allowed to add new routing-table entries only

after receiving proactive replies or replies that answer requests

they have originated or forwarded. Nodes can update existing

routing-table entries after receiving subsequent replies.

When node i receives the reply REP k
d [R, d, o, RDk

d ,

Dk
d , D

k
o ] from neighbor k, node i first updates DT i by setting

Di
dk = Dk

d and Di
ok = Dk

o . Node i then can determine if

k ∈ Si
d and uses the following condition to determine if it can

use the reply from k to answer its own request, improve its

distances to either destination d or origin o if they are already

instantiated in RT i, or update its routing state for a proactive

destination d.

ARC (Accept Reply Condition): Node i accepts the reply

REP k
d [R, d, o, RDk

d , Dk
d , D

k
o ], if

[ d = o ] ∨ [ (d 6= o) ∧ (6 ∃ PRT i(d) ) ∧ ( Dk
d < Di

d ) ] ∨

[ (d 6= o) ∧ (∃ PRT i(d) ) ∧ ( RDk
d < RDi

d ) ]. �

ARC states that node i accepts a reply from neighbor k if

the reply is proactive, the reply is for an on-demand destination

and node k is closer to the destination and node i is not waiting

for replies, or the reply is for an on-demand destination and

satisfies the reference distance stated in the existing request

from node i. The steps taken when ARC is satisfied are the

following.

Case 1 (d = o and PRT i(d) does not exist):

If RT i(d) does not exist, node i creates an entry for it. Node

i uses Eq. (4) to compute Di
min(d) and Si

d. If Di
min(d) 6=

Di
d node i updates Di

d = Di
min(d). Given that the proactive

reply was created by d, node i can trust the reply even if

Di
min(d) > Di

d and k must be in Si
d. Node i adds the proactive

reply REP i
d [R, d, o = d,RDi

d = 0, Di
d, D

i
d] to its signaling

message if Di
min(d) 6= Di

d.

Case 2 (d = o and PRT i(d) exists):

Node i uses REP k
d as an answer to its own request in this case

because RDk
d = 0 and hence RDk

d ≤ RDi
d. Because Dk

d < ∞
node i sets Di

min(d) = Di
jk + lik to reset the distance used to

define valid successors, which results in Si
d = {k} according

to Eq. (4). Node i updates RT i with Di
d = Di

jk + lik and

Si
d. Node i also adds the proactive reply REP i

d [R, d, o =
d,RDi

d = 0, Di
d, D

i
d] to its signaling message.

Case 3 (d 6= o and PRT i(d) does not exist):

Node i does nothing else in this case if RT i(d) and RT i(o)
do not exist. Alternatively, node i uses Eq. (4) to com-

pute Di
min(d) and Si

d if RT i(d) exists and to compute

Di
min(o) and Si

o if RT i(o) exists. If Di
min(d) 6= Di

d or

Di
min(o) 6= Di

o node i updates Di
d = Di

min(d) and Di
o =

Di
min(o) as needed. Node i adds the gratuitous reply REP i

d

[R, d, i, RDi
d = Di

d, Di
d, D

i
i] to its signaling message if

RT i(d) is updated, and adds the gratuitous reply REP i
o

[R, o, i, RDi
o = Di

o, Di
o, D

i
i] to its signaling message if

RT i(o) is updated.

Case 4 (d 6= o, and PRT i(d) exists):

Node i uses REP k
d as an answer to its own request in this

case. If Dk
d < ∞, node i updates RT i with Di

d = Di
jk + lik

and Si
d = {k}, else Dk

d = ∞ and hence node i updates RT i

with Di
d = ∞ and Si

d = ∅.

Node i updates or creates RT i(o) by computing Di
min(o)

and Si
o using Eq. (4) and sets Di

o = Di
min(o). Furthermore, for

each origin p for which there is an entry RLi
d(p) in in PRT i,

node i updates or creates RT i(p) by computing Di
min(p) and

Si
p using Eq. (4) and sets Di

p = Di
min(p). Node i also adds the



reply REP i
d[R, d, o, RDi

d = RDk
d , Di

d, D
i
o] to its signaling

message if either PRN i
dq(o) exists for q ∈ N i or node i

updated Di
d or Di

o. Node i then deletes PRT i(d).

E. Handling Link Changes and Unreliable Transmissions

To expedite neighbor discovery and make ODVR resilient in

the presence of unreliable transmissions, each node transmits

a signaling message periodically containing a gratuitous route

reply REP i
i [R, i, o = i, RDi

o, D
i
i, D

i
o] for itself with RDi

i =
Di

i = Di
o = 0.

To address the fact that signaling messages may

be lost, node i also adds a gratuitous route reply

REP i
d[R, d, o, RDi

d, Di
d, D

i
o] with o = i, RDi

d = Di
d and

Di
o = 0 for each destination d in RT i. To reduce the size of

signaling messages, node i can simply include a hash value of

the content of RT i if it makes no changes to RT i from the

time it sent its previous signaling message.

Link additions are detected through the reception of signal-

ing messages. Link failures are detected either through the link

layer or as a result of a node not receiving any data packets

or signaling messages from a neighbor for a period of time

corresponding to the time needed to transmit two or three

consecutive signaling messages periodically.

If node i detects a change in the cost of link (i, k), it

computes Di
min(d) and Si

d for each destination d for which an

entry RT I(d) exists using Eq. (4). In addition, for each desti-

nation d for which there is an entry RT I(d) such that Si
d 6= ∅

and Di
min(d) 6= Di

d node i updates Di
d = Di

min(d) and adds a

gratuitous reply REP i
d[R, d, o = i, RDi

d = Di
d, Di

d, D
i
o = 0]

to its signaling message.

If node i detects that the link (i, k) has failed, it sets lik = ∞
in LCT i and treats the link failure as a link-cot change. The

entry Di
kd for each destination d is deleted after its lifetime

expires.

F. Handling Soft-State and Node Reboots

ODVR is a soft-state protocol. Entries in DT i, RT i, and

PRT i have finite lifetimes to allow router i to delete entries

that become obsolete as a result of topology changes. Node

i renews the lifetime of RT i(d) with every data packet it

processes for destination d and deletes the entry if no data

traffic is received for d during the lifetime of the entry. If

entry RT i(d) is deleted, node i also deletes entry DT i(d). The

entry PRT i(d) expires when LP i
d reaches 0. Node i deletes

the entry if this is the case and sets Si
d = ∅ if RT i(d) exists. If

node i is a source of data for destination d, node i can schedule

the transmission of a new route request for d according to

ORC.

If node i is asked to forward a data packet to destination

d and RT i(d) does not exist or Si
d = ∅, node i adds the

gratuitous route reply REP i
d[R, d, o, RDi

d, D
i
d, D

i
o] with o =

i, RDi
d = Di

d = ∞ and Di
o = 0 to its signaling message.

If node i initializes or reboots, it only has routing state

for itself. It is assumed that Si
d = ∅ and Di

d = ∞ for any

destination for which node i has no routing state.

V. LOOP FREEDOM IN ODVR

The following theorems prove that ODVR maintains loop-

free routing tables at every instant. We assume the same

notation introduced in Section IV.

Theorem 3: No routing-table loops can exist for destination

d if the following ordering constraint is satisfied by each node

i with a finite distance to d at every instant:

O : (Di
d = ∞) ∨ (Di

dsi
d

< Di
d < ∞) (5)

Proof: Consider a set of nodes {v1, v2, ..., vh, v1} differ-

ent than destination d. Assume that this set of nodes create

a routing-table loop L of h hops by setting svid = vi+1 for

1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1 and svhd = v1. For the sake of contradiction,

further assume that each node in loop L satisfies the ordering

constraint Dvi
d = ∞ or Dvi

dvi+1
< Dvi

d < ∞ for 1 ≤ i ≤ h−1
and Dvh

d = ∞ or Dvh
dv1

< Dvh
d < ∞.

Loop L cannot exist if Dvi
d = ∞ for any i with 1 ≤ i ≤

h−1 because then vi has no next hop to d. It thus follows that

Dvi
dvi+1

< Dvi
d < ∞ for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1 and Dvh

dv1
< Dvh

d <

∞. This, however, is a contradiction, because it implies that

Dvi
d > Dvi

d for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1 and D
vh
d > D

vh
d . Therefore,

the theorem is true.

Theorem 3 states that if a routing protocol satisfies O at

every instant then it ensures loop-free routing. The proof of

the following theorem demonstrates that ODVR enforces O at

every instant.

Theorem 4: ODVR ensures that O is satisfied by every

network node i for any given destination d at every instant.

Proof: The definition of O in Eq. (5) can be expressed

as:

O ≡ [ Di

d = ∞ ] ∨ [ (Di

dsi
d

< D
i

d) ∧ (Di

d < ∞) ] (6)

Given that no distance can be larger than infinity, we have:

O ≡ [ Di

d = ∞ ] ∨ [ (Di

dsi
d

< D
i

d) ∧ ¬(Di

d = ∞) ]

≡ ([Di

d = ∞ ] ∨ [ Di

dsi
d

< D
i

d]) ∧ ([Di

d = ∞] ∨ [¬(Di

d = ∞)])

≡ [ Di

d = ∞ ] ∨ [ Di

dsi
d

< D
i

d ]

(7)

Assume for the sake of contradiction that every node exe-

cutes ODVR correctly and O is not satisfied at some moment

t. Then there must be at least one node i that executes ODVR

correctly and such that ¬O is true at time t. From Eq. (7) and

DeMorgan’s law our assumption means that node i updates its

routing state for destination d at time t such that

¬O ≡ [ Di
d(t) < ∞ ] ∧ [ Di

dsi
d

(t) ≥ Di
d(t) ] (8)

From the operation of ODVR, if node i has no routing state

for destination d at time t then Di
d(t) = ∞. Hence, it must

be true that node i has routing state for d at time t so that

Di
d(t) < ∞ and ¬O in Eq. (8) can be satisfied.

Let Di
d(t) < ∞. According to the correct operation of

ODVR, node i can select a successor for destination d at

time t only if ARC is satisfied when the node processes a

reply. However, whether node i selects a successor as a result

of a proactive reply or a reply for an on-demand destination,



Eq. (4) is used to select a valid successor to destination d,

which requires that Di
dsi

d

(t) < Di
d(t). This implies that the

correct operation of ODVR is a contradiction to ¬O stated in

Eq. (8). Therefore, the theorem is true.

Theorem 5: ODVR provides loop-free routing at every

instant.

Proof: The proof follows from Theorems 3 and 4.

VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

We compare the performance of ODVR, AODV, and OLSR

using simulations in the network simulator (ns3.24). We

implemented ODVR and used the ns3 implementations of

AODV and OLSR without modifications. OLSR uses HELLO

messages to discover and check neighbor connectivity and

Topology Control (TC) messages to disseminate link-state

information throughout the network. To reduce signaling over-

head, OLSR takes advantage of connected dominating sets.

Some nodes are elected as multipoint relays (MPR’s) and only

MPRs forward TC messages, and only link-state information

needed to connect MPR’s is advertised in the network. Nodes

do not fail and never lose the routing state they acquire during

the simulation runs. This is done to illustrate the efficiency of

ODVR relative to AODV and OLSR even when routing-table

loops are unlikely to occur in AODV, and when no resets of

sequence numbers occur in OLSR due to node failures.

Figure 1 shows the summary of simulation-environment

settings for the three routing protocols. We considered differ-

ent scenarios to study the behavior of routing protocols with

respect to mobility and number of data flows. The scenarios

were chosen to stress the signaling of all three protocols, rather

than to attain good packet delivery rates.

Fig. 1. Simulation parameters

We considered three metrics to analyze the performance

of routing protocols: Data packet delivery ratio (DPDR),

signaling overhead (overhead for short), and end-to-end delay.

DPDR indicates the number of packets received by destination

routers divided by number of packets sent by the source

routers. The Overhead is the total number of routing message

(in bytes) during the simulation. The signaling overhead in

AODV includes its five types of packets: requests, replies,

error messages, ACKs to replies, and HELLO messages.

The signaling overhead in OLSR includes topology change

(TC) messages and HELLO messages. The signaling overhead

of ODVR includes all the request and reply messages it

broadcasts. Average delay is the average delay incurred in

transmitting a data packet until it reaches its destination, and

includes all delays incurred by buffering the packet during

the route discovery phase, queuing at the output queues,

propagation delays and transmission times.

The simulated network consists of 50 nodes spread uni-

formly and randomly in a 500× 1500m area at the beginning

of the simulation run. Nodes start each experiment at random

locations within the simulation area and move as defined

by the random waypoint model, in which each node selects

a random destination within the working area and moves

linearly to that location at a predefined speed. After reaching

its destination, it pauses for a specified time period (pause

time) and then selects a new random location and repeats the

same process. The scenarios include 25 data flows from 25

different sources to different destinations chosen randomly.

Source nodes generate traffic at a rate of 15 packets per second

each. The number of flows varies in the scenario in which we

measure the effect of the number of flows.

A subset of nodes are selected as popular destinations. We

assume that six nodes are popular and 75% of the traffic is

targeted to the popular nodes. The popular nodes are selected

randomly at the beginning of each simulation run. Traffic

sources are on-off applications with on and off times of one

second each, and generate packets of size 512 bytes at a rate of

15 packets per second. The data packets flow for 200 seconds

and then new data flows are generated by selecting new

sources and new destinations. New data flows are generated

every 200 seconds after that.

We present simulation results for two versions of ODVR.

The results labeled as ODVR-od correspond to the perfor-

mance of ODVR when only on-demand routing is used, and

the results labeled ODVR correspond to ODVR with integrated

proactive and on-demand routing. As the simulation results

illustrate, ODVR is far more efficient than traditional on-

demand and proactive routing exemplified by AODV and

OLSR, and the integrated routing approach in ODVR results

in better performance than the exclusive use of on-demand

signaling in ODVR.

A. Effect of Mobility

We study the effect of mobility on the performance of

ODVR, AODV and OLSR by changing the pause time and

speed of nodes. The speed with which nodes move is another

parameter in mobility, and higher speed means more topology

changes in the network. In the first experiment, the speed of

the nodes in the mobility model varies from 1 m/s to 20 m/s

to illustrate low and high mobility. Figure 2 shows the the

performance results as functions of node speed. The packet

delivery rate decreases as the speed of nodes increases because

more topology changes occur. Routes break due to topology

changes and packets are dropped until the routing protocol

finds a new route.

OLSR detects a link failure after failing to receive HELLO

messages and sends TC messages to inform all routers of the

topology so that new routes can be established. Given that

TC messages contains all changes that take place between

periodic updates, the signaling overhead increases to address



Fig. 2. Performance comparison as a function of node speed

Fig. 3. Performance comparison as a function of node pause time

Fig. 4. Performance comparison as a function number of sources

topology changes in the network. A link failure is detected in

AODV by the absence of a number of consecutive HELLO

messages, and a route discovery process is performed to

establish new routes between sources and destinations. Link

failures in ODVR can detected by the absence of a number

of consecutive gratuitous replies when proactive routing takes

place, and a route discovery process is performed to establish

new route between source and destinations for the proactive

route. The discovery process for an on-demand destination

is initiated in ODVR only when there is data traffic for the

destination. Because of the delays incurred in detecting link

failures and in establishing new routes after that, as router

speed increases more and more data packets traversing failed

routes end up being dropped.

As the results in Figure 2 indicate, ODVR incurs less

overhead compared to AODV and OLSR. This is in part due

to the fact that ODVR has smaller signaling packets compared

to AODV, which needs the sequence number of both source

and destination. More importantly, in OLSR, TC messages

must be disseminated by MPRs throughout the network, and

each RREQ in AODV is flooded throughout the network. By

contrast, a route request in ODVR is propagated only to a

small part of the network, because a relay can reply if it is

closer to the destination than the reference distance stated in

the route request. This also results in shorter search times and

smaller end-to-end delays in ODVR compared to OLSR and

AODV. The signaling overhead in ODVR-od is even less than

in ODVR, because only those nodes that have active route to

destinations send route requests.

In the next scenario, we address the effect of pause times

on performance. Longer pause times result in fewer topology

changes. Figure 3 shows the packet delivery, delay, and

signaling overhead as functions of node pause time. Pause

times vary from 20 seconds (high mobility) to 200 seconds

(low mobility), and the speed of individual nodes is chosen

randomly between 0 and 20 m/s. The other parameters remain

the same. The packet-delivery ratios of ODVR and ODVR-

od are higher than the delivery ratios for AODV and OLSR.



ODVR and ODVR-od also attain shorter delays compared to

OLSR and AODV, which means that ODVR converges faster

and forwards packets faster than the other two protocols. As

it was the case in the variable-speed scenario, ODVR and

ODVR-od, introduce less overhead compared to AODV and

OLSR. This is because ODVR uses smaller messages and

fewer nodes transmit signaling messages. The extra overhead

on ODVR compared to ODVR-od is due to the routing state

maintained for all popular destinations by every node.

B. Effect of Number of Flows

Figure 4 shows the effect that data traffic and number of

data flows have on performance. Sources and destinations are

selected randomly and the number of source-destination data-

flow pairs varies between 20 to 40. The delivery rate decreases

and the average end-to-end delays increase for all the protools

as the number of flows increases. This is expected, because

more traffic causes more congestion in the network, and a link

failure affects more packet transmissions when the number of

data flows increases. ODVR outperforms AODV and OLSR

in both cases. The packet-delivery ratio of ODVR-od is close

to the packet-delivery ratio in OLSR, but ODVR-od attains

lower delays than OLSR.

The signaling of OLSR is independent of the number of

data flows in the network; hence, the total signaling overhead

remains almost the same. By contrast, signaling overhead

increases in AODV, ODVR, and ODVR-od as the number of

data flows increases, because more data flows means that more

on-demand routes are established and the protocols have to fix

more routes impacted by topology changes.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced ODVR, the first solution that supports on-

demand or proactive loop-free multi-path routing on a per-

destination basis using the same signaling for both routing

modalities. ODVR introduces a novel approach for multi-path

loop-free routing based on the use of reference distances stated

in route requests and route replies. Routing state is established

on demand or proactively by means of route replies that are

either proactively originated by destinations, or are issued by

relay nodes that are allowed to answer because their distances

to destinations are smaller than the reference distances stated

in route requests. We showed that ODVR is loop-free at every

instant independently of how long routing state is maintained

for a destination or the reliability of signaling messages. We

compared the performance of ODVR with AODV and OLSR,

which are well-known examples of on-demand and proactive

routing. The simulation results show that the integrated routing

approach introduced in ODVR results in much better perfor-

mance than traditional on-demand and proactive routing. Our

future work focuses on using clustering and other techniques in

ODVR to enable integrated on-demand and proactive routing

in large-scale networks.
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